
GORHAM LODGE: 
Measurements 

taken 
Sunday, November 4, 2001 

by Reidun and Andrew Nuquist 

Note: This visit to Gorham Lodge was part of a scheduled Montpelier Section scouting trip, starting at 
Couching Lion Farm Site and taking the Monroe Trail and Alpine Trail to the Long Trail. From the LT 
junction, RDN and ASN hiked south to Gorham, while the rest of the party--Jo~ Buddington, Bill Clark, 
Steve Ughtholder, and Eric Seidel--hiked north to suNey the proposed site for a new Gorham Lodge. 
Upon completing their tasks, the two groups hiked out separately. 

Gorham Lodge background 

Gorham Lodge, at 3400 feet above sea level, is located on the Bamforth Ridge, the northern flank of 
Camels Hump. It was in recent years the only shelter for overnight hikers between Montclair Glen 
Lodge, a rough 2.6 miles to the south on the LT, and Duck Brook Shelter, 9.2 miles to the north, across 
the Winooski River. 

Gorham Lodge was damaged beyond repair by the heavy snows of the 2001 winter. The enclosed 
building had bunk space for twelve. According to the Long Trail Guide (24th ed., 1996, p. 125), it "was 
built in 1950 by the Long Trail Patrol in memory of H. W. Gorham [d. 1949), with funding from the New 
York Section. The lodge was extensively rebuilt in 1981 by the patrol and GMC volunteers." 

Paul Woodward's compilation, "Long Trail System Shelter History: A Work in Progress" (no date, p. 23), 
summarizes this information about Gorham from The Long Trail News, November 1950: 

"The structure is built of logs, probably the largest ones that have been used in any camp to date, laid 
horizontally up to the bottoms of the windows and vertically above which results in more efficient use of 
timber and saves time. The lodge is about 15 by 20 ft. in size and has a stove brought down from one of 
the old huts [in the Camels Hump Hut Clearing). It is located wonderfully but is the most inaccessible 
camp for the Patrol to work on. All materials that could not be cut at the site or dragged down from the 
Huts had to be packed in 2 1/2 mile from Couching Lion Farm." 

The Montpelier Section, which took over trail and shelter maintenance on this section of the Long Trail 
from the New York Section in the early 1990s (year?], plans to replace Gorham Lodge with a new 
structure further down on Bamforth Ridge. The exact location and type of building are yet to be agreed 
upon between the Green Mountain Club and the Vermont Department of Forests, Parks and Recreation 
which has jurisdiction over Camels Hump State Park and the Camels Hump Forest Reserve (established 
in 1969). 

Gorham Lodge measurements 
(see also attached sketch): 

Length of front wall: 13' 2" 
Length of uphill (left) wall: 19' 5" 
Length of back wall: 12 '5" 
Length of downhill (right) wall: [not taken] 

Length of uphill (left) roof, from peak to edge of overhang: 9' 7" 



Height of front wall, left comer: 3' 3" horizontal logs + 2' 5" vertical 
logs= 5' 8" 

Height of front wall, right comer: 3' 7" horizontal logs + 2' 5" vertical 
logs= 6' 

Height of uphill (left) wall, to roof line: 5' 10" 
Height of downhill (right) wall, to roof line: 6' 8" 
Height of door: 7' 4" 
Height of front wall, center to roof peak: 11' 6" 

Number of logs: 
Number of horizontal logs, front wall: 6 logs 
Number of horizontal logs, uphill (left) wall: 4 logs 
Number of horizontal logs, back wall: 5 logs 
Number of horizontal logs, dowhill (right) wall: 6 logs 

Log growth rings: 
4th log from top, downhill (right) wall: 168 growth rings counted on 

11" diameter log 
other sample log: 94 growth rings counted on 9 3/4" diameter log 

Reidun D. Nuquist 
28 Nov. 2001 
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